
Random acts or a more general con-fusion... 

R.J.B.; July, 2020; Zama, Japan. 

News today 28th July 2020: $2 billion funding for yet another massively expensive but patently ridiculous 

Giant Hedron Collider type project, this one a replacement for what by omission is their admission that 

nuclear emission is dangerous, viz. nuclear fission (as with Charnobyl, Fukushima, etc., etc., etc.). But their 

wonderful and futuristic nuclear fusion is completely 100% safe and free (hey, trust these guys in white 

coats who are not with those guys behind the curtain... - 

www.theguardian.com/environment/2020/jul/28/worlds-largest-nuclear-fusion-project-under-assembly-in-

france . Almost all these projects are planned to yield results maybe the day just after the promoting 

proponent gets their locked-in-pension, not a day earlier... 

At the same time a study shows Australia has killed 3 billion animals (not including the rather obvious 

plants such as the trees, shrubs and flowers, etc. nor the 99.99% of animals that are not vertebrates!!!!!! – 

please add 99 more exclamation marks to show how biased and incomplete and ridiculous these “half-

baked” studies almost always are that often totally ignore invertebrates and always, invariably, ignore soil 

organisms) - www.theguardian.com/environment/2020/jul/28/almost-3-billion-animals-affected-by-

australian-megafires-report-shows-aoe . 

Yet, any reasonably person may ask: “How can there possibly a climate or environment emergency when 

we have the funds, energy, resources, political will and public support (really?) for such ridiculous and 

un-necessary and inappropriate projects or diversions such as sci-fi wonder particles and life on Mars or 

for abysmal deep sea surveys for animals that, not to force the point, chose to live in the most cold, dark 

and almost uninhabitable deep surely to be left alone from precisely such annoying intrusions?”  In short 

answer, we can no longer afford to be this trite. Such ignorant ecocide is also certain suicide. 

Of course I am being facetious (or maybe they are??). My point is that these stories all seem so random and 

un-relevant with equal weight or gravitas. Where is triage?; where is the reason? Just my quick take: 

Australia is a disaster zone caused by the greed of each person living there. The consumptive lifestyle 

needs to change urgently by at least 50%. You can have cars or eat red meat, but not both. There are 

literally 100s of alternative energy or transport or food sources and ways of living within the bounds of 

Nature. If you do not know any of them then you are not caring to learn. Yeah mate have another tinny 

and watch the footy. Truly: “Way to go”. Even my dog – who is a retard – knows that this makes no sense. 

For reasonable people who may read this, please take responsibility for yourself and for Nature by 

adjusting your lifestyle to reduce red meat, insist upon organic food and ignore all advertising. No 

government, rescue or religion will help you or the other precious and irreplaceable species on Earth. Each 

must live their life properly and with consideration and compassion for most others (except selfish and 

arrogant/ignorant problem-makers). Permaculture is a good place to start to learn.  

Etymology of the English “educate” means to bring out of oneself or to cultivate what is already there; as 

for some origin stories of the Chinese/Japanese kanji characters: According to the Chinese dictionary 玉篇 

(Chinese: Yùpiān ) from 543 C.E., 斅 stood for “gaining knowledge by teaching oneself”, whereas 學 (now

学 , が く ) or cramming is for “receiving knowledge (from another person)” - https://beyond-

calligraphy.com/2011/09/01/kanji-1625/]. 
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